Style for Bibliographic Survey of the Tetrapods of the Chihuahuan Desert

The following is how I want you to present the results of your literature review that you did for Special Problems. Remember you need to get as many literature citations for your species as possible, including sources on web sites. Theoretically, you should have a list of all literature and web sites ever produced about the species. The finished product will include a cover sheet and then the list of literature sources and web sites, in alphabetical order by first author. If no author(s) is indicated use “Anonymous” as the source of the paper or web site. Below you will find how I want the cover sheet and literature citations to appear:

**Cover Sheet:**

---

**Literature and Web Site Review of**

**Common Name**

(Scientific Name)

In italics

**Photograph**

Source of Photograph

Name

Special Problems
(BIO 4198, 4298, or 4398)

Date
Literature and web site list

Journal Style


Book Style


Web Site Style


Journals, books, and web sites should be listed together in alphabetical order of first author’s last name. Your final paper is due by the end of final week for this semester.